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mast picked his group’s magnifique as a particularly emotional record for him. you have the title track, which celebrates the end of relationships and their aftermath, and supreme, which is a celebration of the
past. how long did it take the two of you to write magnifique? its fun. sometimes it sounds like some kids playing on the playground, but sometimes its as fast and complex as we play it live and it just sounds
really great. its something that we spent a lot of time on trying to get the right sound, and we finally found this mixture and this type of working. its not the kind of sounds that youll hear every day, so its a

good thing we found it. after about three years as a solo artist, ratatats new album magnifique marks a return to making music with your musical partner. since ratatats first formed, were always touring with
both of us on stage. after that, its always been two of us on a sort of two-man music machine. weve rarely played without both of us in the same room, and weve never played with someone else. this has led
to us being able to record the album the way we wanted to in a live setting. weve always done it in very controlled environments, with only two people in the room playing at the same time. whats so great

about magnifique is that this project means a lot to us, and is the culmination of how weve worked in the past. on the album, i was the main songwriter with an outside collaborator. i am always influenced by
other people, but ive always been more in my own space than in the space i work with someone else. the important thing is that we collaborated, and were committed to working on this album and seeing it

through in a similar way.
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for this record, the writing process was very different. pricks is the only one i wrote almost completely alone. its an old song, but its not something we really wrote together as a band in one go, evan says. the
bulk of the writing was done with my girlfriend at the time over at her house. ratatats evan mast, born in 1984, has grown up surrounded by music. he grew up a couple of blocks from the legendary desire

lines that was a cornerstone of the nuyorican poets club in manhattan. the club was the launching pad for, among others, the groundbreaking rap group souls of mischiefand it was a storehouse for an array of
local legends like dark star orchestra. it was an oasis of creativity that mast and his three brothers fostered. ratatat, which means, literally, "peppered bread," has been on point as an instrumentals duo since

2006. the album that brought them their first grammy nomination was ep1 in 2009. they had a lot of growing up to do, all four brothers were in their teens at the time. when they turned 21, they turned to
producing many of their own tracks for their debut record boy problems and it created quite a buzz. garrett bentley is an active member of his neighborhood in flint, michigan. in addition to making music, he
works as a stage lighting designer and performer. bentley is a champion of all things diy: a belief that creative boundaries shouldn't be so circumscribed, and to completely make something from scratch is

often to embody a diy ethic of authenticity. the night flint radio show opened its doors in late 2014, the project seemed a sure winner. two years after the city lost three radio stations to radio tower explosions,
a small team of local artists and performers -- influenced by the arts and culture of detroit -- collaborated on the show's sound design. metalocalypse drummer chris van dahl offered his seasoned studio chops,

frontwoman zoë keating brought her accomplished voice to the stage, and award-winning visual artist rissa elisee blended her extensive multimedia background. 5ec8ef588b
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